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HiStudying through input &amp; output functions. Unformatted I/O functions... (such as getchar, fgets) Formatted I/O functions.... (such as scanf, fscanf) But,,, cant quite put my findon on the differences between I/O unformatted and formatted I/O.printf is formatted output. Is it because anything you write between can be
printed (output) to the screen and that is referred to as formatted?? getchar is uNformat input. Is it because it only takes one char each? (or took the string as well..?) I'm learning details formatted and unformatted I/O, but not quite sure about the most important thing, what is unformatted and formatted anyway? Would
anyone explain to me or know a good web page to explain this..? Thank! Building IDL Applications: Unformatted Input/Output Input/Output Is the Most Basic Form of Input/Output. The unformatted input/output transfers the internal binary representation of data directly between memory and file. The formatted output
converts the internal binary representation of the data into ASCII characters that are written in the output file. The formatted entry reads the characters in the input file and converts them to an internal form. Formatted I/O can be formatted Free or Explicit format, as described below. Unformatted input/output is the simplest
and most efficient form of entry/exit. This is usually the most compact way to store data. The unformatted input/output is the least portable form of input/output. Unformatted data files can be easily moved only on and from computers that share the same internal representation of data. It should be noted that XDR (eXternal
Data Representation) files, described in Portable Unformatd Input/Output, can be used to produce portable binary data. The unformatted input/output cannot be read directly by humans, so you can't type it on a terminal screen or edit it with a text editor. Formatted input/output is very portable. It is a simple process to
move data files formatted to different computers, even computers running different operating systems, as long as they all use the ASCII character set. (ASCII is the American Standard Code for Information Interchange. It is the character set used by almost all current computers, with the notable exception of large IBM
mainframes.) Formatted files can be read by humans and typed on the terminal screen or edited with a text editor. However, formatted input/output is more computationalally expensive than unformatted input/output due to the need to convert between internal binary data and ASCII text. Formatted data requires more
space than unformatted to represent the same information. data is converted between text and internal representation. With free input/output format, IDL uses default rules to format data. The user is free of the chore of deciding how the data should be formatted. Free Free is extremely simple and easy to use. It provides
the ability to manage most input/output needs formatted with minimal effort. However, the default formats used are not always exactly what is needed. In this case, explicit formatting is required. See Use the free input/output format for more information. The explicit I/O format allows you to specify the exact format for
input/output. Explicit formatting allows for great flexibility in specifying exactly how data will be formatted. Formats are specified using a syntax similar to that used in the FORTRAN format instructions. Scientists and engineers already familiar with FORTRAN will find IDL formats easy to write. Commonly used FORTRAN
format codes are supported. In addition, IDL formats have been expanded to provide many of the capabilities found in the scanf () and printf () functions commonly encountered in the C language execution library. The type of input/exit to be used in a given situation is usually determined by taking into account the
advantages and disadvantages of each method with regard to the problem to be solved. Also, when transferring data to or from other programs or systems, the input/output type is determined by the application. The following suggestions are meant to give an approximate idea of the problems involved, although there are



always exceptions: Images and large sets of data are usually stored and handled using unformatted input/output in order to minimize aerial processing. The IDL ASSOC function is often the natural way to access such data. The data to be read by man must be written using the formatted input/output. Data that must be
portable must be written using formatted inputs/outputs. Another option is to use unformatted XDR files by specifying the XDR keyword with OPEN procedures. This is especially important if moving between computers with significantly different internal binary data formats. XDR is discussed in Portable Unformatted
Input/Output. Free input/output is easier to use than explicitly formatted input/output and about as easily as unformatted input/output, so it is often a good choice for small files if there is no strong reason to prefer one method than another. Special well-known complex file formats are usually supported directly with IDL
routines (for example, READ_JPEG for JPEG images). See Use the explicitly formatted input/output for more information and examples. IDL Online Help (June 16, 2005) HomeFunctionFormatted and Unformatted Input/Output Function in C There are two types of input/output function in C that have some advantages, as
well as some disadvantages over each other. Each of them is used for a specific Make. An input/output function type is the formatted function in which the input/output is formatted according to our requirements. There are two types of formatted functions: printf( )In a C program we use printf( ) to print characters, string,
float, integer, octal, and hexadecimal values on the output screen. In printf( ) the format specifier will help the compiler know whether the output value is int, float, or another data type. We can also print anything we want you to print by putting this value under double coats ( ). Syntax: ⧫ printf(Format Specifier, arg 1, arg 2,
arg 3, ........ arg n); The above syntax is used when you want to print a specific value. Example 1 OR ⧫ printf(Enter the text you want to print); The above syntax is used when you want to print direct text. Example 2 scanf( )In a C program we use scanf( ) to get values as input into the program of different types of data,
would be int, float, double and more. We use the format specifier to differentiate the data type as Inputs.Syntax: ⧫ scanf(Format Specifier, arg 1, arg 2, arg 3, ..... arg n); In the scanf( ) you must determine the type data you want to enter. Example 3 In the scanf( ) we must use '&amp;' otherwise the error will show you.
Another type of Input/Output function is the Unformatted function. This type of input/output function does not require any format specifier. There are three types of unformatted I/O functions: I/O character In this function I/O does not require any data type, as it will only work with CHAR DATATYPE. getchar( :This
function can read one character at a time until and unless the user presses Enter Key. It can store or retrieve only CHAR entries from the user. Syntax: Variable_Name = getchar( ); Example 4 putchar( :This is the use of the function to print a character in the screen at a time. Syntax: putchar(variable name); Example 5
getch( ) &amp; getche( :These functions read any alphanumeric character on the standard input device. The character you entered is not displayed by the getch( ) function until enter is pressed. Syntax: getch( ); getche( ); Example 6 putch( ):This function can print any alphanumeric character given by the user. Syntax:
putch(variable name); Example 7 String I/O In this function I/O we take String as input and also print String as output. gets( :This function is used to take String as input to and unless the enter key is pressed. Syntax: char str[string length in number]; (str. Example 8 puts( :This function is used to print the string that was
stored in the program. Syntax: char str[length str. (str. puts(str); Example 9 File I/O A file represents bytes on the disk on which a group of related data is stored. The file is created for permanent storage of It's done structure. Some I/A Function Check out our post on Format Specifier and others. (FORMAT
SPECIFIER WILL BE ADDED SOON) To give some suggestion please comment on us and check our Contact Us page too. Also, to give us any suggestion or for more updates related to coding, it will be added to this blog later, so please get attached with this blog. Thank you for your support and time.. The input output
functions in the C programming are divided into two categories, namely the formatted input output functions (I/O) and the unformatted input output functions (I/O). In this article we will highlight the major differences between them: These functions allow the provision of input or output display in the format desired by the
user. These functions are the most basic form of input and output and they do not allow the provision of input or output display in the desired user format.printf() and scanf() are examples for formatted input and output functions.getch(), getche(), getsch(), gets(), puts(), putchar() etc. are examples of unformatted output
input functions. Formatted input and output functions contain the format specifier in their syntax. Unformatted input and output functions do not contain the format specifier in their syntax. They are used to store data that is easier to use. They are used to store data more compactly. They are used with all types of data.
They are mainly used for character data types and strings. Examples of formatted I/O: #include&lt;stdio.h&gt; #include&lt;conio.h&gt; null main() { int a; clrscr(); printf(Enter value a:); scanf(%d, &amp;a); printf( a = %d, a); getch(); } The output of the above program is: Enter the value of a:5↲ a = 5 I/O unformatted
Examples: #include&lt;stdio.h&gt; #include&lt;conio.h&gt; veil main() { char ch; clrscr(); printf(Press any character:); ch = getche(); printf(You pressed : putchar(ch); getch(); } The output of the above program is: Press any character: L You pressed: L&lt;/conio.h&gt; &lt;/stdio.h&gt; &lt;/conio.h&gt; &lt;/stdio.h&gt;
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